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Abstract 
Introduction: Climate change causes more articulated weather conditions: at 
some places experts count with more droughts while at other places with 
more floods. Even if features of droughts and floods are total different from 
each other both of them belongs to water related disaster: in case of drought 
amount of water is below required while in case of flood amount of water is 
too much. Drought and flood mean end positions of the water amount scale. 
Other part drones are around us: more and more applications can be seen al-
most all part of our life. Therefore it is very important to gather examples and 
finding possibilities to support water related disasters. Method: This article 
focuses mainly on author’s own practices and experiences using drone how-
ever practices and experiences made by others were also adapted to the results 
of the study as well as the examples wrote in the relevant literatures. Results: 
On the time scale there are three different options for using drone to support 
water related disaster management. Before floods drone can take river bed 
surveys as a kind of preventive application. During flood drone can support 
decision makers with the “eagle eye” view of the flooded area providing objec-
tive and relevant information. After disaster experts can use drones for map-
ping or remapping the affected area for making quick assessment about dam-
ages caused by the flood. In case of forest fire we can also use the above ap-
proach however in this article the flood examples of drone applications are 
dominated. 
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1. Introduction 
The general feature of disasters is that the resources of the bodies responsible for 
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elimination are limited. In order to reduce the limitation of resources, it is ap-
propriate to examine at least in principle the possibility of applying new instru-
ment or method; if the application of the new instrument or method can be con-
sidered both professionally and economically feasible, it is unnecessary to post-
pone its introduction. The professional efficiency is a necessary, but not a suffi-
cient condition however the economic efficiency necessarily includes the fulfil-
ment also of the first condition. 
The wider use of drones raises the question of that this tool can be used or not 
to prevent and eliminate disasters, is it able to reduce the resource scarcity or to 
increase the effectiveness of preventive and intervening activities. This can be 
particularly useful in cases where the aerial reconnaissance could provide effec-
tive assistance, but the cost of using conventional flying method—pilots on 
board—is very high and therefore managers avoid using it. This article try to 
show some applications to help decision makers how and why to use drone in 
case of water related disasters.  
Drone can be used for different purposes; previously the military activity was 
the most frequently application [1] however nowadays the public safety [2] and 
even commercial use [3] raises dynamically. Each of this application requires 
trainings today and research for the future. Based on these applications Figure 1 
show the hexagon model of using drone. 
2. Water Related Disasters—Droughts and Floods 
Most of researchers have no doubt about climate change. Two third of the Earth 
surface covered by water therefore higher average temperature means more 
evaporation potential. Even if the global humidity expected to raise distribution 
of falling rain or snow seems to be more hectic than nowadays [4] [5]. It means 
we can count with both serious drought and floods. Depending on the range of 
interpretation both drought and flood belongs to water related disaster: in the 
first case we have too little or letter than required water, in the second case we 
have too much or more than required water. Drought and flood mean the two 
extreme values of the water distribution function. Even if in both cases weather 
forecast plays a very important role to prevent disaster or mitigate its impact 
finding other tools or methods to reach the similar results are not an option for 
experts but on obligation. For reducing the effect of disasters governments dedicate  
 
 
Figure 1. 3D haxagon model of drone ap-
plications. Source: author. 
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authorities to be responsible for mitigation, experts use tools for early detection 
or prevention like fire weather index in case of drought or flooding models in 
case of flood. Author gives an overview of the possibilities of using drone in both 
cases.  
3. Drought as Water Related Disaster—Forest Fire  
Prevention 
In long term drought periods vegetation loses its moisture reducing the thre-
shold of ignition [6]. Based on meteorological data models are able to predict the 
fire risk therefore forestry like to use fire weather indexes. Higher index means 
higher fire risk as potential for fire ignition and means also higher severity in 
case of fire because of the higher fire intensity. Even if we cannot reduce the val-
ue of the index authorities or forestry can take some safety measures to reduce 
the ignition potential of fire or can make some actions to raise the effectiveness 
of fire detection or to reduce the size of burnt area.  
In case of high fire risk authorized services can use drones for quick fire de-
tection. Quick fire detection means smaller fire size therefore fire service can 
suppress or control it much easier and with higher effectiveness. In this case 
burnt area as well as damages will be limited. Looking at the fire curve of forest 
fire, the damage-time function gives an exponential dynamic that in ideal cir-
cumstances diverges to infinity but in reality till natural barriers or extension of 
the forest.  
It can be seen on Figure 2 if for any period Δt is reduced, the area burnt and 
thereby the damage caused by fire is reduced exponentially. The smaller the area 
affected by the fire, the smaller also the quantity of resources to suppress it. Fig-
ure 3 shows real fire detection used by drone.  
Less resource means not only direct save of the money spent fire services but 
it reduces also the risk of inadequate fire service. During long term forest fire-
fighting fire brigades are far from departments which allocation were optimized  
 
 
Figure 2. Damage-time function. It is a basic 
shape at uncontrolled forest fire. Source: author. 
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Figure 3. Fire detection by drone application. Red arrows show limited scale fires. Source: 
author. 
 
for the quick but short termresponses like building fires in the home city, car ac-
cidents or even short term forest fires.  
If using drone the average time from the fire ignition to the fire detection is 
less than the time of traditional fire report means that the drone is effective in 
expert view. If the reduced response time is able to save as much value forest as 
the costs of using drone means that the drone application is effective not only in 
experts view but also in economic view.  
In most cases fires were caused by illegal or irresponsibly human activity [7] 
therefore with drone patrols services can generate more responsible human be-
havior. Well propagated drone patrols at a given area can be count as a kind of 
fire prevention. 
Naturally, drone can support fire management also during the fire suppres-
sion. Fire brigades arriving to fire front require quick information like location 
of hot spots, scale and size of fire, water resources, path ways to fire front, etc. 
Traditional reconnaissance, that means walking around the area takes time, us-
ing traditional aerial reconnaissance, which means ordering piloted aircraft, 
takes lot of money however using drone can support the first responders with 
limited costs very quickly and effectively.  
4. Flood  
In time scale we can divide drone applications very simply. Before flood we can 
count with drone application as a cheap but effective tool for prevention and 
preparation; it is a kind of pre-flood management. During flood drone can sup-
port decision makers with real-time video supply to monitor the affected area or 
first responders with quick information; it is a kind of flood management. After 
flood we can use drone to make a quick assessment for the effective recovery; it 
is a kind of post-flood management. This time sectioning can be seen on Figure 
4.  
4.1. Pre-Flood Management 
In case of serious drought the water level of rivers and many cases also of wa-
ter reservoirs are very low [8]. In these cases experts can take a precocious  
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Figure 4. Time sectioning of drone application in case of flood management. Source: 
author. 
 
photo-surveying or remapping of the river basin with using drones as an exam-
ple shows at Figure 5. During the flight the on board installed cameras can take 
photos or orthophotos and based on these high resolution photos we can create 
with special software even 3 dimensional models of the river basin [9] [10] [11] 
[12]. We can notice not only the natural changes of the basin but also the illegal 
activities along the river side [13]. It can help later to avoid some water man-
agement problem.  
Moreover, taking high resolution photos along the river basin we can check 
not only the basin condition but also the condition of flood barriers [14]. In 
many cases flood barriers made of materials that found easily at the place it built 
therefore its structure is not homogeneous and its condition can change quickly 
along the river. There are examples for that the different or inhomogeneous ma-
terial causes alternate compaction along the river side without invisible. Moreo-
ver the differences can cause even barrier sliding or crown missing of the barrier 
as shows the example on Figure 6.  
Besides the river basin or the flood barrier surveying to check the conditions 
of the dams can be even more important. Lower water level allows us to check 
that parts of the dam what is impossible at normal condition or high water level. 
Using drones we can take high resolution photos along the dams even at a hid-
den places and experts can evaluate many things like dam cracks, hair lines, 
corrosion of steel parts, deformations, etc. as an example shows at Figure 7 [17]. 
Management can also archive these high resolution photos taken by drones and 
later there is chance for not only re-evaluation them but also creating the “con-
dition changing history” of the dam in time from it.  
Naturally, based on drone made photos we can extend this changing history 
not only for the dam condition but also for the changing of the river basin or the 
flood barriers [18].  
Other objects as bridges, reliefs, channels or pump stations as well as the nat-
ural or planted vegetation located at the river-flats or flood basin can be also  
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Figure 5. Flood barrier and river-flats surveying at Bodrog-river, Hungary (2010), using 
mozaik photos made by drone. Source: author. 
 
 
Figure 6. Crown missing of the flood barrier noticed by using drone during flood man-
agement in Szendro, Hungary, 2010 (left) [15] and barrier sliding after flood at Sava river, 
Croatia (2010) [16] Source: author (left) and Fenix team, Croatia (right). 
 
 
Figure 7. Precisions dam survey using drone to detect hair lines and cracks at the wall 
[17]. 
 
surveyed by drone. Experts can check easily the condition of the hidden parts of 
the bridges, using thermal camera they can monitor the normal work of the 
pump stations but can even detect easily the overheating of the engines. Moreo-
ver the vegetation growth can be also under control to prevent proliferation.  
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4.2. Flood Management 
During flood management drone can be also a useful tool in the hand of experts. 
With a high resolution mapping it can give precisions data about the flooding 
mechanism and the flooded area. This real-time information can support the 
management even if we have programs to predict the flooding mechanism. 
Based on the objective information management can optimize the resources 
which are always limited in case of emergency.  
Even if authorized services make many efforts to rise the resistance or limit 
the vulnerability of the society anytime can happen an unpredictable situation. 
In these cases quick but objective information is required in which drone sup-
ported real-time monitoring can help a lot.  
Drone can re-mapping the given area and can detect unexpected events like 
trapped people in houses at the flooded area or water leakage at dams or flood 
barriers as examples show at Figure 8 [19] [20]. Based on the different wa-
ter—soil temperature with a thermal camera drone can detect easily the water 
leakages at the flood barriers even if the scale of the leakage is very limited.  
Based on quick detection of leakages management can control the problem 
before its escalation. Moreover thermal images can also refer to the condition of 
the flood barriers. With a high resolution photos we can notice even the defor-
mation of flood barriers which stability is very important to protect the popu-
lated area located many times behind the barriers. In case of slow deformation 
management can take safety measurements like making barriers stronger with 
sandy bags however in case of detecting large deformation ordering the evacuation  
 
 
Figure 8. Drone made images about haus need help (top left) [19], thermal images of 
flood barrier during Danube flood management in 2013 in Hungary (top right) [20], wa-
ter leakage of flood barrier (bottom left) [21] and water content measuring by thermal 
images made by drone [23]. 
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can be the best solution to protect population [21].  
Floods are typical example for the slowly developing disaster but the flash 
flood can occur suddenly. It is very dangerous in a hilly area because in the nar-
row valleys water level can raise very quickly. Because of the narrow valleys flash 
floods can cause problems not only at the rainy areas but even far from it. It oc-
curs so suddenly the people cannot escape from it, citizens or tourists can be 
trapped by the flushing water. Sometimes military resources also required to 
help [22]. In these cases drones can help a lot for first responders to identify the 
most critical places and to detect the trapped peoples. Aerial surveillance or 
monitoring can be very important because the normal roads are usually also 
flooded making traditional activity like ground reconnaissance impossible. 
Using drone, management can classify the critical places and can optimize the 
always limited resources. Drone can give help for the management not only with 
the real-time information but even with real activity like supporting lifesaving, 
first aid or special logistic. Based on the above the flash flood is one of the disas-
ters where drone application can be very important and effective tool in the 
hand of first responders. 
Against the above nice opportunities experts should take into account that 
most of drone types are not suitable for using in very bad weather condition. 
Usually operators should count with the power and turbulence of the wind but 
the cold temperature and high rate humidity can also be problems for the cheap 
but simply drones which are very effective in normal condition [24]. Unfortu-
nately, rainy weather, even if it is only a slight rain, makes weather conditions 
impassable for drone flight.  
4.3. Post-Flood Management 
After high water moved away the flooded area remains deeply wet even for a 
long time, as Figure 9 shows. During this period traditional or normal life yet 
not possible however dedicated authorities, voluntary organizations and insur-
ance companies can require quick assessments about damages to prepare the ef-
fective recovery. Experts can support these requirements with drone applica-
tions. Drone can re-map the affected area with taking different kind of photos, 
high resolution pictures or orthophotoes. Based on it experts can make a special 
database and they can compare the new situation to the previously. Flood stresses 
objects in the river basin therefore it is very important for dedicated disaster man-
agement organizations like water directorates, civil protection, fire service to sur-
vey them as soon as possible to prepare the maintenance or reconstruction.  
In special cases drone can support even the guard duty or police service to 
keep the concerned area in high level safety. Depending on the situation a strong 
safety control is required to protect settlements from criminal attacks.  
Based on the above it can be seen post-flood management drone applications 
are in many cases the same or very similar to the pre-flood drone management. 
It is not an accident; post-flood management is a kind of prevention or depending  
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Figure 9. Even if high water is away using road is unpossible (left) but the affected area 
can be survillanced by using drone. Source: author. 
 
on view point it is preparedness for the next flood. These actions make both re-
sponsible organizations and society higher resistant and resilience against next 
flood.  
5. Summarizing  
Even if in most cases people think water related disaster means only flood it is 
not true. In case of drought amount of water is below required while in case of 
flood amount of water is too much but both of them can mean disaster. Drought 
and flood mean end positions of the water amount scale. 
With drone applications fire service can detect hot spots earlier than the tradi-
tional civil report. If the reduced response time is able to save as much value 
forest as the costs of using drone means that the drone application is effective 
not only in experts view but also in economic view.  
On the time scale there are three different options for using drone to support 
water related disaster management. Before floods drone can take river bed sur-
veys as a kind of preventive application. During flood drone can support deci-
sion makers with the “eagle eye” view of the flooded area providing objective 
and relevant information. After disaster experts can use drones for mapping or 
remapping the affected area for making quick assessment about damages caused 
by the flood. In case of forest fire we can also use the above approach however in 
this article the flood examples of drone applications are dominated. 
Based on the study author state that drone can be a very effective tool in the 
hand of well-trained experts to support water related disasters. 
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